GZ RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SUCCESSFUL DELIVERY OF SUPPLIED PRESSING TOOLS

Please see below a list of tips that we recommend once sending pressing plates to vinyl pressing manufacturer:

- Neatly check **condition** of plates/metal works (mothers, fathers, lacquers, stampers) before its dispatch:
  Plates should not contain any damage, contamination or corrosion (stains on the nickel based metalwork, for example), if the metalwork contains any defect which you are aware of and is acceptable for final client, please let us know ahead.

- **Designation** – Plates and the box should be correctly described/engraved and should match the catalogue number, or title, if possible. If there would be any difference between cat. number and designation of the lacquer inside the box, please inform us about this fact

- Do not place any object which could make a scratch, or another defect on the tool (wrong type of paper may also cause a problem)

- Put sufficient amount of soft paper washers between each lacquer to prevent the contact of each other

- Don’t use washers which could stick to the lacquer

- Audio side of lacquer should be placed facing down

- There always should be an underlying lacquer on the bottom of the box (this one won’t be processed)

- Place thick and flexible pads above the last lacquer to avoid damage caused by tightening of screws.